
Nigella operates as an independent project on the Blockchain network, prepared with the EVM
infrastructure. It is not an ICO but rather a next-generation Blockchain network. Transactions
are stored on servers located in 8 countries worldwide. You can develop your own crypto
contracts on this network. Contracts created on networks like ETH and BNB also work
directly on Nigella Chain. The primary goal of Nigella Chain is to become one of the most
popular networks in the Blockchain world.

This project, created by an experienced team with numerous successes in the software industry
over a long period, aims to implement many products quickly. This adventure, which started in
Turkey, will soon become popular worldwide.

It's important to note that Nigella Chain is not just a Blockchain network. Many projects
such as Nigella Food, Nigella Pay, Nigella Wallet, Nigella Stake, Nigella MLM, Nigella
Swap, and Nigella Shop will also be part of its operations. In short, significant
innovations are expected in the Blockchain world with Nigella Chain. Its primary goal is
to directly integrate blockchain into real life.
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Nigella Chain is a project developed under the leadership of a Turkish team. This
project, which has its own private Blockchain network, offers users an innovative
approach by developing products that provide convenience. NGL (Nigella Coin) aims to
be listed on international cryptocurrency exchanges, providing users with opportunities
for profit and investment. However, this forms only the foundation of the project.
Within the scope of the Nigella Chain project, a series of innovative projects are being
developed, most of which are in the Beta stage. All projects are expected to be released
for use by the end of 2024.

Nigella Chain operates using the EVM infrastructure and enables users to create their
own crypto projects. This secure and fast network is a decentralized database that records
transactions and tracks assets. Transactions are verified by distributed nodes and recorded
in an immutable manner, ensuring high security. Nigella Chain offers an ideal
technology for various applications such as finance and supply chain management.
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Nigella Chain project is an initiative developed under the leadership of a Turkish team
and has the potential to succeed in a competitive market. However, it should progress
considering the complexity of dynamic fields like Blockchain technology and rapidly
changing competitive conditions. While Blockchain fundamentally transforms business
operations, continually developing new and innovative solutions will be necessary to
solidify its position in the market.

In this competitive environment, understanding user needs and providing them with
suitable products is crucial for the success of the Nigella Chain project. Additionally,
adapting quickly to regulatory changes and industry developments is essential. This will
enhance the project's competitiveness and ensure long-term sustainability.

Market and Competition



We have completed most of our projects, including Nigella Pay, Nigella Stake, Nigella
Coin, Nigella Wallet, Nigella MLM, and Nigella Diamond Club. You can access details
of these projects on our website. We plan to launch unfinished projects by the end of
2024.

• Nigella Pay: This application provides services with payment methods such as physical
POS, virtual POS, and QR payments using $NGL.

• Nigella Stake: It is a method where coin holders lock their coins to support the
network. Users earn rewards by holding locked coins and contribute to the security of
the network, thus encouraging community participation.

• Nigella Swap: Enables fast and secure exchange of coins on the Nigella Chain, increases
liquidity, and facilitates easy transition between various crypto assets.

• Nigella Token: Consists of tokens on the Nigella network and facilitates easy
transactions on the network.

• Nigella Wallet: Provides a secure and user-friendly digital wallet experience. It is an
ideal option for managing your crypto assets and transferring them securely.

• Nigella MLM: Integrated multi-level marketing program of Nigella Chain. Users earn
commissions from product sales and generate additional income by attracting new users.

• Nigella Diamond Club: An educational program that enables those interested in
Blockchain and NFT technologies to gain certified expertise.

• Nigella Food: Our Clean Food project from field to product. It is our production
tracking system, which will be very important in the future, based on ensuring the
authenticity of the food supplements products we already produce and proving that the
product is produced healthy.

• Nigella Blockchain Academy: A social responsibility project we have implemented to
highlight the benefits that Blockchain technology will provide to humanity in the future.
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We have produced a total of 188 million NGL. Only 25% of this will be available for
sale, while the remaining 75% will be locked for use in future projects.

Tokenomics

We are diligently working on the Staking plan for $NGL. We will soon share this plan
with you on our website along with its details.

Stake

Nigella Chain Project Team
Founder-Coordinator: Fatih EKE
CEO: Harun Enes ORAK
CTO: Serkan ÇAKMAK
CFO: Refik KAPTAN
Marketing Director: Aykut BABAR
Marketing Director (TJK): Sharraf RAHMANOV
Marketing Director (RU): Mimoza MATKERIMOVA
Marketing Director (KGZ): Aida ISMAILOVA
Marketing Director (UZ): Maxfuza XHALIMATOVA
Marketing Director (AZ): Nigar ALEKPEROVI
R&D: Alisher SHARIPOV
Marketing Director (KZ): Didary BURKITBAY
Production-Logistics Coordinator: Alaeddin BALKILIÇ
Operations Manager: Özge DURMUŞ
Operations Manager (RU): Sardal MURTAZAEV
Operations Manager (UZ): Matluba QALANDAROVA
Marketing Coordinator: Nurpaıs USENBAEV
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10. RoadMap

2024 Q1

Nigella Wallet and Nigella Pay user interface improvements
Product development and improvement activities
Evaluation of beta test results and improvements
Blockchain integration tests
Launch of the beta test program
Planning marketing campaigns

2024 Q2

Completion of Nigella Pay's POS devices and online payment integrations
Completion of Nigella Stake and Nigella Wallet products
 Creating Social Media Communities
Identification of marketing campaigns
Coin Market Cap and Coingecko listing completed
Pre-sale of Nigella Coin on three different platforms
Launch of Nigella Stake and Nigella Wallet
Listing on three cryptocurrency exchanges

2024 Q3

Widespread distribution of Nigella Pay cards
Expansion of international payment networks
Popularizing the use of Nigella Coin
Announcing global partnerships
Product improvements based on user feedback
Launching Nigella Diamond certificate programs
Pilot implementation of the Nigella Clean Food product traceability system
T1 Exchange listing

2024 Q4

Implementation of expansion plans in new markets and regions
Launching the Nigella AI Program
Publishing igella Clean Food sustainability reports
T1 Exchange listing
Setting and announcing strategic goals for 2025
Special events for the Nigella Chain community.
Announcing the Big brands that want to join Clean Food.


